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Counter Terror News and Solutions
Meet Raven, the Vapor - Wake K-9
at ASIS 2011 in booth 2074
X-Test™ is proud to announce the recent team-up with T&M Protection Resources. For over three
decades, T&M Protection Resources has been providing a growing portfolio of seamlessly integrated
security and investigative services, including state-of-the-art security technologies, to leading
corporations, organizations and private clients.

Raven, a black lab, is the newest and most advance type of bomb-sniﬃng dog. A “vapor wake dog”
can detect all of the known ingredients for making bombs. And animals like this one will soon by on
NYC’s payroll and trying to keep us all safe.
X-Test™ in conjunction with T&M Protection services will be at ASIS in September demonstrating
innovate and critical new kind of canine cop, the “vapor Wake” Detection dog. Most sniﬀer dogs
work on stationary objects, but the vapor-wake detectors are breed and trained to recognize the
odors of explosives in the air, distinguishing them from a soup of other smells. Auburn University’s
Canine Research Institute (DCRI) developed these dogs speciﬁcally to follow a moving target, like a
suicide bomber walking through an airline terminal.

Explosives stolen from police training at Sky Harbor Airport (Canine)
Phoenix Police say a container with explosives inside was
stolen during their routine training exercise at Sky Harbor
International Airport.

Safer storage and transport

Storage and transport are often an issue when training the
EDD on explosives odor. Explosives regulations are an
encumbrance to accurate and realistic training. X-TEST Canine
odor explosive (Non-detonatable) products beneﬁt the
requirements and safety precautions incumbent when
utilizing live explosives, limit the release of live explosives and
mitigate the potential safety hazards.
We invite all to visit our booth and see Raven and the capabilities of this incredible tool and the
partnership for a more comprehensive security posture with T&M Protection Resources.
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